
PLA HARBOUR MASTER’S RECREATIONAL NAVIGATION GROUP 
Notes of the meeting held at Bakers’ Hall on Thursday 23rd May 2013 

 

Present: David Phillips, Terry Lawrence, Darren Knight, Harry Whelan, Mike 
Thomas, Kevin East, Michael Shefras, Banny, Tony Reynolds, Richard 
Hart, David Jones, Bill Mitchell, Andy Soper, Paul Hyman 

 
Apologies: Roger Squires 
 
    

1. Minutes of the PHRNG held on 18th October 2012 were approved. 
 

2. Actions from Last Meeting 
a. Isophase light at Kew Road bridge 

i. The PLA’s Navigational Management Team looked at this 
proposal and decided not to proceed any further with this 
suggestion. The PLA will however continue to work with all river 
users to assist them in understanding everyone’s needs at this 
particular location. 

b. Sinking of Narrow boat Mini Moo - Council of boat safety examiners 
should be sent this document 

i. This has been taken up with the Boat Safety representatives. 
        

3. Publications Update 
a. Rowing on the Tideway CoP has been reviewed and the PLA are 

currently looking at those proposed changes  to decide whether a full 
reprint is required or a Notice to Mariners could be issued as an 
Amendment Notice to the current CoP. 

b. The SUP Guidance document will be reviewed shortly; this follows a river 
trip by AHMR who feels that in light of the increasing river traffic of both 
Thames Clippers to Putney and the expected 1500T barge traffic for the 
Thames Tideway Tunnel the PLA will need to constrain this type of 
activity to above Putney Pier. This means that some parts of this 
document will need to be reviewed to reflect this decision. The meeting 
was reminded that in Thames Byelaws 2012 SUP is banned on the tidal 
Thames, however the PLA has granted permission within this Guidance 
document that it can take place between Teddington and Putney Pier. 
This is following the PLA’s Board decision a couple of years ago where in 
general terms the PLA views the river above Putney as mainly 
Recreational with some Commercial activity and below Putney as mainly 
Commercial with some Recreational activity. 
Action: AHMR to circulate the amended SUP Guide for comment prior to 
promulgation. 

c. The Canoe/Kayaking Guidance and the ‘Be Safe – Be Seen’ documents 
will be formally reviewed towards the end of 2013. 

d. Boating on the Thames website has been refreshed slightly – please 
review and pass on any additional comments to AHMR. 

e. Tidal Thames Navigators Club has almost 300 members, please keep 
encouraging new members. The PLA noted that the club list needed an 
‘Others’ field as there was a number of TTNC not on the tidal Thames 
and not listed in the selection box. Also vessels with a lesser draft and 



beam of 2m cannot be entered either. Post meeting note: This has 
addressed will be completed by the end of June, sooner if at all possible. 

f. The PLA has recently issued a Safety Bulletin following a number of 
rowing incidents. Please make sure this is promulgated widely and placed 
on club notice boards. There is a special section on Boating on the 
Thames website for all PLA Safety Bulletin’s 
(http://www.boatingonthethames.co.uk/Safety-Bulletins).  

g. The MAIB Safety Bulletin No. 1/2013 was discussed regarding the use of 
kill cords. Please highlight the importance of using it to your members. 
The kill cord Safety Bulletin can be downloaded from: 
http://www.maib.gov.uk/publications/safety_bulletins/safety_bulletin_2013
/safety_bulletin_1_2013.cfm  

 
4. Kayak/Canoe/SUP Identification Marks     

a. The PLA requested if Canoe England could lead a drive to have all 
registered Clubs and Individual owners of Canoes, Kayaks and SUP 
boards to have a clear Identification Mark on them, as required in the 
Thames Byelaws 2012. This could be something similar to the 
Identification Mark system in use by the Rowing community.  
Action: Canoe England and SUP reprehensive to report on progress of 
this request at the next PHRNG. 

 
5. Events 

a. Nothing to report. 
 

6. Incidents 
a. The list of incidents was greater than for some time and full list is 

attached to these minutes for further review. 
b. Most of the Rowing incidents were caused by not keeping a proper 

lookout, not maintaining their situational awareness and not understand 
the tidal conditions. This led to the promulgation of the PLA Safety 
Bulletin No. 1/2013. There has also been a particular problem with 
Coaches and most Schools and one School in particular was advised by 
British Rowing that unless they improve they will have their membership 
suspended. Thames Regional Rowing Council will be hosting compulsory 
briefing, mainly for the Coaches when the new rowing season begins in 
September, to improve their awareness and importance of the Rowing on 
the Tideway CoP. AHMR will be attending as many of these briefings as 
possible. 

c. A discussion followed regarding the need for Coaches to be assessed in 
their local environment and endorsed to operate in them by British 
Rowing and the TRRC. 
Action: TRRC – to consider within British Rowing whether once a Coach 
has gained his Level 2 coaching qualifications that they are then 
assessed for their local knowledge operations. 

d. Harry Whelan gave an overview of the Canoe Safety Briefing that 
DHMU2 lead in October 2012. This was a good experience and 
something that should be repeated more regularly. However there is a 
view that Canoe/Kayak/SUP clubs need to be made more responsible for 
their conduct on the tideway and that they need to demonstrate how they 
perform their dynamic risk assessments. 

http://www.boatingonthethames.co.uk/Safety-Bulletins
http://www.maib.gov.uk/publications/safety_bulletins/safety_bulletin_2013/safety_bulletin_1_2013.cfm
http://www.maib.gov.uk/publications/safety_bulletins/safety_bulletin_2013/safety_bulletin_1_2013.cfm


e. The motor boat incidents were discussed and all concluded that due to a 
lack of maintenance, passage planning and understanding of the tidal 
conditions were the main reasons behind the causes of these incidents. 
The PLA and recreational clubs need to continue to work together to 
improve motor boat owners awareness of these issues. AHMR is 
attending the next ATYC meeting on June 19th. 
       

7. River Works 
a. Central/Navigational Channel Arch Closures at: 

a. Blackfriars Rail Bridge 
i. Notice to Mariners M13 of 2013 refers to latest works and the various 

conditions attached to these works. 
ii. Night time closures re-commenced on the 22nd April 2013 and will 

continue until 7th July 2013. 
iii. It is anticipated that works will be complete by July 2013. 

 
b. Battersea Rail Bridge 

i. Notice to Mariners M14 of 2013 refers to the works being carried out 
at this location and likely to last until March 2014, which will involve 
the closure of all arches at some point during this period. 

ii. 24-hr Local Traffic Control will be conducted whilst works commence 
in arches 2 and 3, likely to be completed by November 2013. 

 
c. Chiswick Bridge  

i. Survey works on this bridge will commence in June/July 2013 and 
major works are likely to begin by October 2013. The PLA remains in 
discussions with the contractors as to the best way forward with the 
major works programme. 

 
d. Barnes Railway Bridge (Footbridge) 

i. Discussions are increasing about the installation of a new footbridge 
underneath the No. 1 arch of Barnes Rail to link the two Thames 
footpaths together. As and when plans develop further local clubs will 
be consulted on its design. 

 
b. Thames Tideway Tunnel 

i. DCO is out for consultation, the PLA is responding but this is a very 
general planning at present. The PLA is supportive of this project and are 
trying to minimise disruption for river users but expect that there will be 
some. 
Acton: When PHRNG members respond to the DCO, could you please 
copy the PLA in on your representations.   

 
c. Crossrail 

i. Works under way and there has been some issues with moisture in the 
cargos, so spoil is currently being shipped by barges from Instone Wharf. 

 
d. Baynard House 

i. This building is cooled by water intakes from the Thames by Blackfriars 
Bridge and there is a need to carry out some repair works. 



ii. To complete these works it is likely that a cofferdam will need to be built 
to enable the works. Once the PLA have further information on this 
project we will duly inform PHRNG members. 

 
i. Fulham FC 

a. Ranelagh Sailing Club did test an alternative sailing course for racing 
proposed by the PLA, which caused several near misses with the 
rowing community, and brought criticism from rowers and sailors 
alike. This is currently being reviewed further. 

b. PLA licensing committee are reviewing these works and likely to make 
a decision shortly. 

  
8. AOB 

a. Kayak LKE issues 
a. Concerns were raised regarding how Kayakers had to gain their LKE 

and the logging of trips with the PLA’s HSL. 
Action: HMU to review how this could be simplified for Kayaks 

 
b. Mooring Review 

a. Members of the PHRNG advised the PLA of the current Investigation 
of Canal Moorings in London and it appears to some PHRNG 
members that this also applies to certain areas of the tidal Thames 
also. Jenny Jones.has been appointed as Rapporteur to Investigate 
Canal Moorings in London 
(http://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/s23752/Appointme
nt%20of%20Rapporteur%20to%20Investigate%20Canal%20Moorings
%20in%20London.pdf).  
 

c. HMU Changes 
a. Members of the PHRNG were advised, of Alex Brown’s departure 

from the PLA and the creation of the new post of Assistant Harbour 
Master Recreational, to which Darren Knight has been appointed. 
There are further changes that are happening within the PLA and in 
due course these will become apparent. The PHRNG was also 
advised that the chairmanship of these meetings will be transferring 
from CHM to HMU in future. 

 

DONM: 10th October 2013 10:00-12:00 Baker’s Hall  

http://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/s23752/Appointment%20of%20Rapporteur%20to%20Investigate%20Canal%20Moorings%20in%20London.pdf
http://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/s23752/Appointment%20of%20Rapporteur%20to%20Investigate%20Canal%20Moorings%20in%20London.pdf
http://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/s23752/Appointment%20of%20Rapporteur%20to%20Investigate%20Canal%20Moorings%20in%20London.pdf


Incident Reports 

 
MAR-2012-000275 
ICBC 
 
An ICBC 4+ rowing with the tide in the fairway put itself on a collision course with the Thames 
Guardian and failed to alter course to the starboard side of the fairway.  As a result the Thames 
Guardian had to take avoiding action and the rowing boat passed down its port side. 
 
MAR-2012-000276 
THAMES GUARDIAN 
 
Thames Guardian was preceding inward bound and swamped a number of rowing boats between 
Chiswick Eyot and Chiswick Pier. 
 
MAR-2012-000278 
MIBOTE 
 
The cabin cruiser MIBOTE was involved in a near miss with a quadruple scull from Tideway 
Scullers School.  The cabin cruiser was outward bound and was navigating in the inshore zone 
very close to the bank contrary to the requirements of PNTM 19 and the quadruple scull was 
inward bound working against the tide in the inshore zone.  The cabin cruiser was spoken to on 
the scene by the Duty Upper MRI and the master was apologetic and admitted his fault. 
 
MAR-2012-000279 
LRC280 1x 
 
Whilst carrying out a river trip to Kew a PLA Harbour Service Launch was repeatedly baulked by 
a single sculler. When asked if he could maintain a straight course or let the HSL master pass the 
sculler told the HSL that he needed to learn about the speed limit.  The sculler has been sent an 
educational email about river positioning and river conditions. 
 
MAR-2012-000283 
Dove Pier and Junior Quad Capsize 
 
A junior girl’s quad was out on the river at approximately 06:50 which made contact with the Dove 
Pier warning buoy and quickly capsized.  The crews' coach and a nearby Thames Rowing Club 
coach rescued the girls from the water and returned them unharmed to the club.  The quad was 
retrieved with minor damage later that day. 
 
MAR-2012-000285 
FIREDART 
 
In responding to an incident at Ash Island the FIREDART preceded inward bound from Lambeth 
to Teddington at full speed against a strong ebb tide.  Damage was reported at Thistleworth 
Marine, Ducks' Walk and Swan Island, which included damage to the interior of vessels, parted 
mooring lines and possibly the sinking of a houseboat at Thistleworth Marina; although this could 
not be confirmed. 
 
MAR-2012-000293 
MISWELL 
 
The narrow boat MISWELL was spotted making contact with Richmond Bridge by the HSL 
CHELSEA, when intercepted they explained they had lost steering.  They were taken alongside 
St. Helena Pier by the HSL and were later towed down to Brentford by a local contractor. 



MAR-2012-000302 
Lillie 
 
It was reported that the unoccupied houseboat LILLIE sank on her mooring at the Hollows 
(Brentford) 3 days after the incident involving the FIRE DART (MAR-2012-000285).  It has been 
implied by the owner (who was not aboard as she sublets) that damage to the hull may have 
been caused by the wash from the FIREDART.  On investigation the survey of the vessel 
revealed damage to the bottom plating and at the time the FIREDART passed the moorings there 
was between 0.3m - 0.8m of water under the vessel.  It is more than plausible that the wash from 
the FIREDART could have caused have resulted in the vessel repeatedly striking the river bed 
causing this damage; although this cannot be confirmed. 
 
MAR-2012-000308 
DON CERVEZA contact RL&W pontoon 
 
The Duty Upper MRI, informed HMU that a 22m Dutch barge had made contact with the PLA 
mooring pontoon alongside Richmond Lock. The barge was on transit from Teddington to 
Limehouse and due to the weirs being lowered was intending to use the lock. Due to the fact that 
he had not contacted the lock keeper to request a lock in, he found the lock gates closed. He was 
now heading towards the weirs and in an attempt to avoid them struck the pontoon. He 
proceeded back inwards to the piles just up river of the lock and awaited HSL RICHMOND. The 
lock gates were then opened for him and he made his approach to the lock. This time the tide 
pushed the stern of the barge towards the south shore resulting in the Starboard side of the 
vessel hitting the upstream nearside knuckle of the lock and consequently as he entered the lock 
the port bow struck the lock side island. Once secure in the lock, the MRI requested to check on 
the VHF capability of the barge. It was found he had a main set that didn't work and a hand held 
with a flat battery. He was told, due to his length, he would not be able to proceed any further 
without operational VHF.  He was locked out at Richmond and escorted down to Isleworth, during 
which time the hand held had charged up but was not transmitting but was receiving. It was 
decided that the barge could proceed outwards under escort from the HSL RICHMOND to Putney 
and the HSL BARNES would take over for the remaining passage. 
 
MAR-2012-000309 
Latymer Inappropriate Navigation 
 
Whilst in the process of closing number 2 arch of Battersea Rail Bridge, HSL WANDSWORTH 
encountered two rowing eights and a coach boat approaching the arch inward bound. The HSL 
had positioned himself lower side of the arch in the middle stemming the tide with his Blue lights 
on.  When the rowing boats were in hailing distance the MRI onboard the HSL shouted at the 
rowers to use number 3 arch inwards. This instruction was totally ignored and the rowers and 
coach boat went in through number 2 arch.    The arch was being closed at Battersea Rail in 
accordance with NTM M78 of 2012. 
 
MAR-2012-000311 
Margaret Anne V inappropriate navigation 
 
Motor Cruiser MARGARET ANNE V set out from Barrier Gardens Pier with one man and a dog 
onboard bound for Greenhithe escorted by the HSL Barnes.  This craft had earlier been of 
concern following erratic navigation, no navigation lights and its safety in the prevailing 
conditions.  The vessel lost propulsion at Warren Lane moorings and the Barnes took it in tow for 
Greenhithe arriving safely at 12:35.  A commercial tow was arranged to complete its intended 
passage to the River Blackwater. 
 
 
 
 



MAR-2013-000003 
Judge It contact with sculler in mist 
 
Whilst proceeding inward bound at Kew Bridge, a cabin cruiser had a collision with the oars of an 
8 man scull. The scull was preceding outward bound and the oars scrapped down the port side of 
the cabin cruiser, the Master of the cabin cruiser sounded his klaxon, but was met with abuse 
from the scullers.  HSL Richmond attended and issued the Master of the cabin cruiser with a 
River Users Incident Report form. The colours of the rowing club described were unfamiliar to the 
HSL crew and they do not feature in any of their publications. HSL RICHMOND preceded 
outward bound from Richmond in an attempt to identify them without success. 
 
MAR-2013-000011 
LOTUS SERAPH loss of power exiting Limehouse 
 
A Thames RIB Experience vessel reported that the widebeam  Canal Barge LOTUS SERAPH 
had lost power and were being assisted by the RIB back to Limehouse Lock Pontoon. MSU 
assisted by taking the vessel's lines when making fast on the Pontoon. The Master was then 
advised that because of his vessel's length he was required him to have a VHF. He was asked 
why he didn't communicate directly with London VTS; he stated that this experience had 
highlighted the need for installing VHF than relying on his hand-held set. The Master was told that 
in future, to report when coming onto the tidal Thames. The reason given for loss of power was 
air in the fuel line. 
 
MAR-2013-000020 
Men's 4- and Dutch Barge 
 
A men's 4- was returning to their club travelling down river with a low ebb tide from Chiswick. It 
was travelling in the fairway but may have been too close to the centre / Middelsex side of the 
fairway as it rounded the corner between Chiswick Eyot and St Pauls. It stopped for the steer to 
offer some coaching advice to the other members of the crew at which point it may have drifted 
further towards the centre / Middelsex shore. At this point the cox noticed, a large Dutch barge 
travelling upriver along the fairway abreast of Dove Pier and heading directly for the 4-. The 4- 
turned to starboard, but at the same time the Dutch barge altered course to port, putting it back 
on a collision course with the 4-. The 4- then took evasive action to get out of the motor vessel's 
course, but the Dutch barge bow came within metres of the 4-. 
 
MAR-2013-000022 
Joy of the Thames breakdown 
 
LCG received a report of a Motor Cruiser JOY OF THE THAMES with 9 persons on board was 
drifting at Richmond Bridge. Teddington Lifeboat was tasked to assist and the HSL CHELSEA 
dispatched from Putney Pier. The casualty had released her anchor but it was not holding very 
well. The Teddington Lifeboat was able to reduce the strain on the anchor until HSL CHELSEA 
arrived. The Master of the vessel stated, that the vessel had run out of petrol and requested some 
from the HSL CHELSEA. The cost of the petrol was put at £30 up front and 20 litres given. The 
vessel was then escorted to Twickenham Yacht Club. The owner and Master of the vessel were 
advised to carry out basic checks before navigating on the river. All POB were wearing lifejackets. 
 
MAR-2013-000025 
SPS 805 
 
A rowing Octuple (SPS 805) was pinned athwart one of the centre arch abutments of the Barnes 
Rail Bridge. A number of tin fish went in to recover the crew immediately after it had struck the 
bridge and recover the Octuple, however due to the water pressure of the flood tide it split the 
vessel in half and Thames Patrol RICHMOND recovered the wreckage of SPS 805. 
 



MAR-2013-000026 
Merry Days inappropriate navigational 
 
Motor cruiser MERRY DAYS, was observed by the Middle HSL, to be creating wash and not 
navigating on the correct side of the channel, when outward below Tower Bridge. The Duty MRI 
went alongside to give the Master some advice and verbally warning him. The MRI later observed 
the MERRY DAYS, when passing Greenland Pier, causing the same issues. The MRI gave the 
Master some further advice and issued another verbal warning.  When transitting the Thames 
Barrier, MERRY DAYS was again requested to reduce his speed and keep a listening watch on 
VHF channel 14. Shortly afterwards the vessel was observed rounding Gallions Point on the 
north side of the channel outward bound. The vessel was called on VHF but failed to respond. 
The lower district HSL intercepted MERRY DAYS at Cold Harbour Point, advising the Master of 
the offences and issued a Harbour Masters Warning. 
 
MAR-2013-000027 
Tug Reclaim and Vesta scullers near miss 
 
The Master of Cory’s tug RECLAIM with craft, was manoeuvring for Feather’s Wharf when a 
number of scullers from Vesta Rowing Club impeded his passage. The RECLAIM sounded the 
appropriate whistle signal; however the scullers were very slow to move out of the way. There 
was no reported contact between craft; however passing distances was described as ‘slim’. There 
was a minor altercation between a crew member of the tug and a coach from Vesta. The Master 
of the tug indicated by phone, later that day, that this incident was a repeat of six weeks ago with 
the same club, whereby scullers had navigated too close to craft manoeuvring in the area of the 
Feather’s Wharf. The Duty middle MRI was contacted by TBNC and in turn advised the scullers 
from Vesta of their duty to keep well clear of commercial craft, especially tugs and tows that are 
manoeuvring for berths. 
 
MAR-2013-000042 
WALLY KINNEAR 
 
An Auriol Kensington rowing eight named; WALLY KINNEAR was caught on the yellow buoy in 
front of Furnivall Sculling Club. The boat subsequently got pushed square onto the tide, filled with 
water as a standing wave was formed and then snapped around the buoy. This resulted in 7 
rowers and the cox to be ejected from the boat and into the Thames. They were able to swim to 
shore but were pulled downstream by the fast current towards the bridge. The final rower was 
able to hold onto the boat and was rescued by a launch driver from Auriol Kensington with the 
assistance of a passing kayaker. 
 
MAR-2013-000057 
Queen Elizabeth and SGH006 
 
During the Hammersmith Head which does not require a river closure, the QUEEN ELIZABETH 
departed Chiswick Pier, informing London VTS that they was outward bound and was aware of 
the Head Race. The Master of the QUEEN ELIZABETH attempted to call the Head Race 
organisers but there was no response. The vessel attempted to keep clear of the rowed racing 8’, 
however lost control slightly and the event marshall’s saw what was happening who was 
instructing participants to navigate around the vessels stern. However one crew decided to ignore 
those instructions and as the QUEEN ELIZABETH came ahead the racing 8’ made contact with 
the QUEEN ELIZABETH ending their race and a little damage to the 8’ bow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MAR-2013-000062 
Latymer Upper School and PLA near miss 
 
Whilst the HSL RICHMOND was out on patrol therir passage was impeded by four rowing fours 
heading outward bound on an ebbing, adjacent to Chiswick Moorings. They were clustered up 
and overtaking each other on the wrong side of the river. The RICHMOND blew it's horn and 
sounded its siren numerous times, all was ignored. The RICHMOND was forced to go astern and 
change course ending up approximately five metres away from the moorings. The attending 
coach boat was instructed to take his fours over to the correct side of the rowing channel, which 
he did after apologising.. 
 
MAR-2013-000063 
Oxford University and RNLI near miss 
 
Whilst the RNLI lifeboat was out on patrol near Chiswick Eyot they came across a coaching 
launch with two persons on board that had run out of fuel. They requested the help and was 
taken in tow inward bound. Near Chiswick pier the lifeboat encountered a further coaching launch 
with two persons on board who had similarly run out of fuel and likewise was taken in tow by the 
lifeboat. As they proceeded inbound starboard side of the channel with blue lights flashing they 
encountered a Men’s Eight from Oxford University heading outward bound straight for them. The 
lifeboat attempted to make them aware of their presence however they made no attempt to alter 
course, meaning that the lifeboat had to take avoiding action. The Oxford University crew 
continued outwards unaware of the issues that they caused for the lifeboat. 
 
MAR-2013-000064 
LRC 003 and LRC 205 swamping 
 
Chiswick Lifeboat and HSL CHELSEA were dispatched to the scene of a London Rowing Club 
rowing 8' and tin fish that had been swamped by Harrods Depository. When the launches arrived 
on scene,  the rowing 8' had sunk and the tin fish was partly submerged with only its bow 
showing above the water. The crews of the rowing 8' and tin fish were seen to be ashore. Upon 
investigation the rowing 8' had departed London Rowing Club at 07:40 inbound for Kew on the 
ebb tide. Once clear of Hammersmith Bridge outbound the crew and cox became affected by the 
worsening wind against tide conditions, generating a deep swell, causing the rowing 8' to be 
swamped and due to the fact that there was no buoyancy fitted, the rowing 8', quickly sunk. 
 
MAR-2013-000066 
TRC 810 collision with Battersea Park mooring 
 
TRC 810 whilst on a down river row, near the Battersea Park mooring buoys, misjudged the flow 
of the current and was not maintaining a proper lookout. Therefore this resulted in the collision 
with a mooring buoy and the capsizing of the rowing vessel. 
 
MAR-2013-000067 
Rowing Quad collision Kew Rail 
 
A Roehampton University Rowing Club senior men’s crew, borrowing one of Thames 
Tradesmen’s Rowing club’s Quads was completing a race piece before Kew Railway Bridge and 
was attempted to correct their steering to go through the correct arch (middle arch). However they 
misjudged the flow of the tide and collided with the bridge. This resulted in the vessel capsizing 
and the crew in the river. All crew were recovered by Chiswick RNLI lifeboat and tin fish from 
other local clubs. 
 
 
 
 



MAR-2013-000084 
Lone Kayaker Swamping 
 
LCG received a call from member of the public at 15:57 stating that a canoeist was in the river at 
Blackwall Point. An urgency broadcast was made and Tower ILB tasked. The PREDATOR II 
stood by the casualty and got a life ring to him.  The casualty was clear of the river at 16:10. The 
LAS were tasked to North Greenwich Pier to RV with Tower ILB. The canoe (+ sundry personal 
items) was taken in tow by the HSL BARNES and placed on the DRIFTWOOD III at Barrier Gdns 
Pier. The casualty, Kevin Dobbs, was of no fixed abode and provided no contact details. 


